
KINDERGARTEN NEWS 

Dear Parents,  

 

Can you believe that we are already halfway through Kindergarten? We have had a very busy and exciting                  

term of learning!  

 

Thank you all for your support this term. From assisting us on excursions to our parent groups each Friday                   

and everything in between.  

 

Kindy Groups 

Please remember that Kindy Groups have been cancelled this week due to the Wellbeing Day. 

 

Parent Teacher Interviews 

Thank you to all the parents who attended the parent teacher interviews on Tuesday. It was a valuable                  

evening for us to be able to come together to reflect on your child’s first semester at Claremont College                   

and to create shared goals for the remainder of the year.  

 

Optional Holiday Homework 

Although your child will not be attending school over the next three weeks, we encourage you to continue                  

to read with them as well as practise their sight words. On Friday your child will receive a ‘holiday                   

homework’ booklet to do if there are opportunities during the break. This homework booklet is not                

compulsory, but you may find it useful to support your child’s learning over the holidays. Your child will                  

bring home a folder containing: 

● Four readers  

● Two sets of sight words 

● Optional Holiday Homework booklet: 

○ Writing Activities - Your child may like to write a story, a letter to a friend about their holidays                   

or write a recount of something exciting that they do.  

○ Reading Activities - Your child may like to practise reading simple sentences. Once they are               

confident reading each sentence, they could practise reading with expression to reflect whether             

the sentence is a question, command or exclamation.  

○ Maths Activities - Your child may like to practise their number skills by solving simple problems.                

This would be a great opportunity for them to practise showing and explaining their thinking.               

Students could solve the problem first by manipulating objects (pegs, counters etc.), then by              



drawing a diagram to solve the problem, and then by recording the answer in a number                

sentence in the booklet.  

 

We hope you all have a wonderful break and we look forward to seeing the children return to school on                    

Tuesday 23 July. 

 

Miss Duff, Mrs Hitchen, Mrs Vula, Mrs Parker and Miss Tyson 

The Kindergarten Team 

 

 


